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AssrRAcr
The conceptsof polysomatism and polysomatic series(Thompson, 1970, 1978)provide
a basis for understanding the crystal structures,chemographicrelations, structural disorder, and replacementreactions of many important families of rock-forming minerals and
other crystalline solids. Polysomesare structuresthat can be createdby combining two or
more structurally and stoichiometrically distinct types of slab modules, and polysomatic
seriesare groups of structures that are made up of different ratios of the same types of
slabs. Many polysomatic structures can be described alternatively as crystallographic shear
(CS) structures, as chemical twinning structures, or by other modular crystallographic
models.
Numerous examplesof polysomesare presented,illustrating various aspectsof polysomatism. The CS structures of the ReO, and perovskite structure types are examined to
show the relationships between the CS and polysomatic models. Polysomatic structures
that have been described as periodic chemical-twinning (CT) structures include certain
sulfosalts, oxyborates, the enstatite-IV series,and the humite group. Some polysomatic
series possessa chain structure as one end-member and a sheet structure as the other,
including the biopyriboles and the carlosturanite series.Antigorite samples having different
modulation wavelengthsare an example of a polysomatic series constructed from three
different modules. The pyroxeneJike regionsof the manganesepyroxenoids are compared
with the clinopyroxene structure as an illustration of the structural similarity of analogous
slabs in different polysomes. The polysomatic model for sheet silicates has been used to
generatestructural models rapidly for computer simulation of electron microscopy images.
The chain and sheetmanganatesprovide examplesof polysomesin which the stacking of
slabsoccurs in two dimensions: structuresof this sort are called block structuresby solidstate chemists.
The polysomatic model provides a basis for understanding the structural disorder, structural details, and chemical relationships among structuresin a polysomatic series.Structural disorder based on mistakes in the slab sequencehas been reported from virtually
every polysomatic mineral group that has been investigated with transmission electron
microscopy, and in some polysomatic seriessuch structural disorder is rampant. Structures
belongingto a polysomatic seriesare necessarilystoichiometrically collinear, and the polysomatic model provides a method for calculating the stoichiometry (i.e., the structural
formula) evon in structurally disordered regions of a crystal. The details of polyhedral
distortions and chemical partitioning may be very similar in structurally analogous crystallographic sitesthroughout a polysomatic series,providing a method for predicting these
factors; the CS and chemical twinning models do not afford this advantage.
Reactions in which one polysome replacesanother are common and geologically important. Typically in such reactions, one sequenceof polysomatic slabs is replaced by
another. The description of the reaction mechanism by the polysomatic model is simple
and not only implies the structural displacementinvolved in the reaction (which in some
casesmay be described alternatively as the propagation ofa dislocation), but it also describes the details of the beginning and final states in the reaction. Such a description is
therefore more complete than descriptions based on the dislocation alone and also provides a uniform description for those polysomatic reactionsthat involve no net shear.The
terminations of polysomatic slabs are the sites at which chemical reactions actually take
place. These terminations inherently are linear zones of structural disruption and commonly are tunnels with free apertures similar to those found in zeolites. It is argued that
bulk diffusion is much too slow to account for the chemical changesthat occur in many
polysomatic reactions and that most chemical transport that takes place in such reactions
therefore must occur at the terminations of the advancing polysomatic slabs.Zeolite-like
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diftrsion rates at the terminations of the polysomatic slabswould be sufficient to account
for the observed chemical transport in polysomatic reactions.
INrnonucrroN

The crystal structures of many rock-forming minerals
and other compounds are complex. While it is essential
for those working with the details of crystal chemistry
and the thermodynamics of crystalline solutions to understand a structure on a site-by-sitebasis, many important processesin crystalline solids can best be visualized
by breaking complex structuresinto larger modules containing many sites.One of the most powerful conceptsin
modular crystallography is polysomatism, as developed
by J. B. Thompson,Jr. (1970, 1978, l98la), to whom
this volume is dedicated.This conceptrecognizesthe fact
that any crystal structure can be sliced into slabs. Furthermore, in some fortuitous cases,the slabsof one structure can be combined with the slabsof another structure.
The resulting hybrid structures are called polysomes, from
the Greek roots meaning many parts (Thompson, 1978;
more graphically, Thompson also refers to them as "mineralogical mules").
Among the rock-forming minerals, there are numerous
examples of polysomatism and of polysomatic seriesgroups of polysomesformed by mixing two or more different types of structural slab in different ratios. As pointed out by Thompson (1978), the pyroxenes,amphiboles,
and micas form such a series,as do the minerals of the
humite group, the pyroxenoids, and many sheetsilicates.
In the world of nonmineral crystalline materials, there
are also numerous examplesof polysomatic series,some
of which are based on the geophysically important perovskite and rutile structures. Indeed, some of the new
structural families of high-temperature superconductors
are readily interpreted in terms of a polysomatic model.
The purpose of this paper is to review the concept of
polysomatism, not exhaustively, but anecdotally. I will
explore (l) the meaning of and requirements for polysomatism; (2) other types of modular crystal structuresand
alternative ways of describing polysomatic structures (e.g.,
crystallographic shear models); (3) selectedexamples of
mineralogical polysomatic series that illustrate various
facetsof polysomatism and alternative descriptive models; (4) the utility of the polysomatic model for understanding structural disorder, the chemographic relationships among polysomes, and the details of polyhedral
distortions and chemical partitioning in polysomatic
structures; and (5) the use of the polysomatic and crystallographic shear models for understanding the mechanisms of solid-state reactions. It is not my intention to
review the full range of polysomatic structures exhaustively, becausethey probably number in the thousands.
Instead, I will provide selectedexamples that elucidate
the many usesof the polysomatic model in crystal chemical, mineralogical, and petrological relations. Where appropriate, I will use results from high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) experiments to

illustrate polysomatic structures(for a review of HRTEM
in mineralogy, seeBuseck and Veblen, 1988).
rs PoLYsoMATrsM AND wHAT ARE
POLYSOMATICSERIES?
The concept of polysomatism can be understood by
referring to Figure I or a set of child's colored building
blocks-the beauty of this conceptis its simplicity. Figure
la shows a cross section through a hypothetical crystal
structure called A, which has been sliced into a seriesof
slabs,also labeledA. Figure lb showsa secondstructure,
B, sliced into slabs labeled B; it is assumedthat A and B
possessdifferent structuresand stoichiometries.Figure lc
shows a third structure that has been constructed from
the A and B slabs by alternating them rigorously in the
sequence. . . ABABABAB . . . . This structure can be indicated by the symbol (AB), where the parenthesesindicate that the unit AB is repeatedperiodically. The structure (AB) is a polysome,or polysomatic structure,formed
from the end-member structures (A) and (B); the unit
cells of most polysomes contain either one or two of the
repeating units. Similarly, another polysome, (ABB), is
illustrated in Figure ld. Together, the structures (A), (AB),
(ABB), and (B) form a polysomatic series.
An obvious consequenceof polysomatism is that all
the members of a polysomatic serieswill be stoichiometrically collinear (where the stoichiometry refersto the formula unit written in terms of crystallographicsites,rather
than their specific chemical inhabitants). For example,
the stoichiometries of all the polysomes shown in Figure
I are linear combinations of the stoichiometries of the A
and B slabs.This is not to say that the detailed chemical
compositions of all polysomesof a seriesare required to
be collinear, as discussedin the section on polyhedral
distortions and chemical partitioning. Specifically,if the
minerals of a polysomatic seriescontain more than two
chemical components, then the stoichiometric collinearity does not require chemical collinearity.
Wrrl.r

What are the structural requirements for forming a
polysomatic series?
Although any structure can be cut into an assemblyof
identical slabs (e.g.,slabs the width of the unit cell), it is
not possible to form a polysomatic seriesfrom most arbitrarily chosen pairs of structures. For example, there
are no known structures that can be represented as polysomatic mixtures of quartz slabsand hematite slabs.What,
then. determineswhich structurescan mate to form these
mineralogical mules?
An obvious requirement for forming a polysome is that
the energyof the interfacesbetweenthe component slabs
must not be too great. In simple structural terms, this
requires that there be structural continuity between the
slabs-when they are joined together, there should be no
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danglingbonds. This rather severeconstraint implies that
the two end-member structures of a polysomatic series
must possessquasi-planar surfaces with very similar
structuresand lattice translations that are nearly equal or
equal to integral multiples of each other. At first glance,
the requirement for nearly identical two-dimensional
structuresmay seemto be insurmountable. BecauseO-O
distancesand the arrangementofO ions in planar arrays
are similar for many O-basedcompounds,however,there
are some pairs of structures that can be sliced into slabs
that fit togetheralmost perfectly.It is such pairs that form
polysomes.
Although sharing of symmetry may not be a rigorous
requirement for the formation of polysomes,the mating
surfacesof polysomatic slabstypically do have the same
plane-group symmetry. Indeed, the topic of slab symmetries and the way they combine to form the overall
space-groupsymmetry of polysomes and polytypes has
received much attention, particularly with respectto the
biopyribole series.Although these symmetry aspectsof
polysomatism are beyond the scope of this review, the
reader is directed to the papers by Thompson (1978,
l98la, l98lb), Cameron and Papike (1979), Law and
Whittaker (1980), Chisholm (1981), and Hawthorne
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Interaction energiesamong the constituent slabs of a
polysome have been used by some authors to simplify
the calculation of structure energies.For example, Price
and Yeomans (1984, 1986) argue that the stabilities of a
wide range of polysomatic and polytypic structures can
be rationalized in terms of the interactions between first
and secondnearest-neighborslabs,using the ANNNI (axial next-nearest-neighborising) model. Such approaches
have been applied to a variety of modular crystal structures, including biopyriboles, plroxenoids, minerals of
the humite group, spinelloids, carbonates,and sheet silicates(e.g.,Price and Yeomans, 1984, 1986;Price, 1983;
Angel et al., 1985).
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Fig. 1. Schematicdiagramsillustratingpolysomatism.(a) The
structure(A), madeup of A slabs.(b) The structure(B), consistingof B slabs.(c) The polysome(AB). (d) The polysome
(ABB).

Alternatively, O'Keeffe and Hyde (1985) view structure
in terms of cation packing, preferring to describeO-based
materials as stufed derivatives of alloys or intermetallic
compounds. One approach to the simplification and systematization of crystal structure is to classify structures
according to the topology of nets formed by interlinked
Moouran cRYSTALsrRucruREs AND
polyhedra(e.g.,Liebau, 1985;Smith, 1977,1978,19791,
THEIR DESCRIPTION
Hawthorne, 1985). A related approach is to define modules of linked polyhedra that occur in more than one
is
the
The conceptof modular crystallography basedon
observation that the same or similar structural fragments crystal structure. Such units have been called fundamencan appearin more than one crystal structure. Thesefrag- tal building blocks, or {bb's (e.g., Moore et al., 1985;
ments may consist of clusters of atoms or coordination Moore, 1986),and they can comprise isolated fragments,
rods, or sheets.The structures of zeolites are commonly
polyhedra and can be finite units, one-dimensionally indescribedin terms of such fragmentsthat include various
finite rods, or two-dimensionally infinite slabs. Modular
crystallography is important for simplifying the visual- tlpes of ring and cageunits (Breck, 1974, ch. 2). In many
ization of crystal structures, for understanding the cases,alternative descriptions are possible.For example,
relationships among various structures, and for under- Moore et al. (1985) describe the structures of lawsonite,
standing the thermodynamic stabilities of crystalline sursassite,macfallite, pumpellyite, julgoldite, ardennite,
compounds (Hazen and Finger, l98l; Price and Yeo- orientite, ruizite, santafeite, and bermanite with a lbb
model, whereasFerraris et al. (1986) describethesestrucmans, 1986).
tures in terms of polysomatism and polytypism.
Different approachesto modular crystallography
Modular structures can be described further by noting
The crystal structures of chemical compounds can be the ways in which the modules are packed or stacked
viewed in many ways, for example, as arrays of coordi- together or with other modules. For example, O'Keefe
nation polyhedraofanions around cations(Pauling,1929). and Andersson (1977) noted that many structures (e.g.,
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Fig. 2. The operationof crystallographic
shear(CS).(a) The
parentstructureis cutalonga planeindicatedby thetwo inclined
lines.(b)The structureon onesideofthe cutis displaced
relative
to that on the other by a displacement
vector,R, that is not
parallelto theplaneofthe cut.Thecrystalstructurein theregion
of the shearplaneis now differentfrom that of the parentstructure and hasa differentstoichiometrv.

garnet) can be rationalized in terms of the packing of
structural rods. In some cases,modular descriptionshave
bordered on the bizarre, as in the elucidation ofthe "elephantine" unit cell of the "balosilicate" ashcroftine as
consisting ofa central, ordered "curd" surrounded by an
encrusting border "limbus" and an encasingdisordered
"whey" (Moore et al., 1987).As different as they are, the
unifuing theme of such descriptions is that they seek to
simplify and rationalize complex structures.
Description of mixed-modulelayer structures
Any crystal structure can be viewed as a layer structure,
simply by defining infinite slabs that are one unit cell
thick. However, it is traditional to view only those structures with weakly bonded layer modules or with two very
different types of structural slabsas layer structures.Crystals consisting of layer modules that are structurally and
chemically identical or very similar are deflned as polytypic (Bailey et al., 1977; Guinier et al., 1984); polytypism is a relatively simple concept and is discussedin the
next section. On the other hand, crystals consisting of

layersthat are structurally or chemically distinct, or both,
can be describedin a number of different ways, as pointed
out by numerousauthors(e.g.,Thompson, 1978;Tilley,
1980;Angel, 1986a).
Homologousseries.This term is usedto describechemically collinear groups of molecules or crystalline compounds. Although the first use of this term in crystallography was to describe crystallographic-shearderivatives
(seebelow) of the rutile structure type, in present usage
it does not imply any specific structural phenomenon.
Instead, the term is sometimes used to refer generically
to the various types of intergrowth structures described
in this section(e.g.,Hazen and Finger, l98l).
Crystallographic shear structures. A crystallographic
shear (CS) plane is a region that could be produced by
cutting the crystal along an oriented surface(Fig. 2a) and
then displacing,or shearing,the two parts ofthe structure
by a vector that is not parallel to the plane ofthe cut (Fig.
2b). (Displacementsparallel to the plane of the cut would
produce a stacking fault or antiphase boundary.) The sense
of shear can be either compressionalor dilatational. If a
CS plane is isolated within the crystal, it is consideredto
be a planar defect and is sometimes called a Wadsley
defect, after the solid-state chemist who first recognized
crystallographicshear as a structural principle (Wadsley,
1964). Alternatively, CS planes can be repeatedperiodically, forming ordered compounds called CS structures.
If the CS planes occur in two different orientations, the
result can be called a block structure.
In the region ofa CS plane, the linkage ofcoordination
polyhedra is altered (e.g.,corner sharing can becomeedge
sharing, or vice versa),and the stoichiometry of the crystal is altered. CS planes thus provide a mechanism for
accommodating nonstoichiometry, for example, in vacancy-intolerant simple oxides. Such is the casein whole
families of CS structures based on the ReO., rutile, and
NbrO, structure types.While CS planesactually can form
by shearingof a preexisting crystal, as in some reduction
reactions, they also can form during crystal growth. The
mere presenceofa defect that can be described as a CS
plane therefore does not necessarily imply a shearing
mechanism for reaction that produced the defect or even
that the defect was produced by a reaction. Becauseof
their importance in solid-state chemistry, there are several excellent reviews of CS structures (Anderson. 1972..
Tilley, 1980, 1987;Eyring, 1988),including one devored
to silicates(Chisholm, 1975).
Chemical twinning. This term is used to describe defects and structures similar to CS planes and CS structures. Again, th€ parent structure (Fig. 3a) is severedalong
planar surfaces,but it is reconstructedby a twinning operation, rather than shearing (i.e., the operation relating
the material on one side of the plane to that on the other
is a point-group operation, rather than a translation). In
the region of the twin plane, crystallographic sites are
altered or new sitesare produced that may accommodate
elementstypically not presentin the parent structure(Fig.
3b). If the twin planes occur periodically, a homologous
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series results, with the stoichiometry depending on the
spacingbetweentheseplanes.Examplesof structuresproduced by chemical twinning are given by Andersson and
Hyde (1974), O'Keeffe and Hyde (1985), Tilley (1987),
and Eyring (1988); the review by Tak6uchi (1978) concentrates on several mineralogical examples. The term
"nonconseryative twin" has also been used to describe the
chemical twinning operation (Van Landuyt et al., 1974).
Crystallographic purists may well object to the use of
the term "twin" in describing these structures.Indeed, a
twinning operation by definition cannot be a symmetry
operation of the untwinned material, yet the operation
involved in these chemical twinning structures typically
is a symmetry operation in the resulting structure. However, the term "chemical twinning" has gained widespread usagein the field of solid-state chemistry to the
point that the acronym "CT structure" is common currency. It will be used here, therefore, to facilitate comparisonsbetweenthe chemical twinning and polysomatic
models.
Polysomatism, mixed-layer polyfypism, and heteropolytypism. These terms, coined by Thompson (1978),
Kohn and Eckart (1965),and Warshawand Roy (1961),
respectively, refer to similar phenomena involving the
mixing of more than one type of structurally and chemically distinct module, as explained in the sectiondefining
polysomatism and in Figure l. The terms are not perfectly synonymous,however, becausethe polysomesof a
polysomatic seriescan possessdifferent ratios of the two
slabs,leading to a variety of stoichiometries,whereasthe
members of a group of mixedJayer polytypes all have the
same ratio of slabs and hence the same stoichiometrv
(Kohn and Eckart, 1965).
Polytypism
Polytypism has been defined similarly by two International Union of Crystallography (IUC) nomenclature
committees(Baileyetal.,1977; Guinier et al., 1984):"An
element or compound is polytypic if it occurs in several
different structural modifications, each of which may be
regardedas built up by stacking layers of (nearly) identical structure and composition, and if the modifications
differ only in their stacking sequence.Polytypism is a
special case of polymorphism: the two-dimensional
translations within the layers are (essentially)preserved
whereas the lattice spacings normal to the layers vary
between polytypes and are indicative ofthe stacking period. No such restrictions apply to polymorphism." For
the present review, this definition will be followed, and
the term polysome will be reserved for compounds in
which the slab modules have substantiallydifferent structures, stoichiometries, or both (Thompson, 1978).
Angel (1986a) pointed out several difficulties with the
above definition of polytypism, primarily related to the
permissible ranges in chemical and structural variation
allowablewithin the definition. This clearly is a valid area
for debate.Note that in defining polysomatism, I simply
stated that the modules are different, without defining
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Fig. 3. Chemicaltwinning(CT).(a) The parentstructurefrom
which the CT structurewill be derived. (b) The structureafter
insertingtwin planes.The crystalstructurealongthe twin planes
is alteredcomparedto that of the parentstructure,as indicated
by the heavyblacklines,and hasa differentstoichiometry.

precisely what different means. Although the IUC committees (Bailey et al., 1977; Guinier et al., 1984) have
defined permissible compositional rangesand explained
the permissible types of structural variation for polytypes, Angel (1986a) notes correctly that the compositional limits are arbitrary and nonuniform from structure
to structure, and structural variation is not quantified.
Becauseof thesedifficulties in defining polytypism rigorously, Angel (1986a)arguedthat the definition ofpolytypism should be expanded greatly, to encompassall types
of two-dimensional modular structure described above.
including polysomes.I do not agreewith Angel's proposal. Although points of nomenclature can be debated ad
infinitum without resolution, the classicalseparationbetween polytypes and polysomeshas been useful in practice. There probably will always be some debate over
whether certain borderline structures are classical polytypes or polysomes. However, this problem of classification is not alleviated by treating polysomatism as a
subsetof polytypism, as in the schemeof Angel (1986a),
which classifieslayer-module structures as type I polytypes (classical,single-modulestructures)or mixed-module polytypes that include type II (constantmodule ratio),
type IIIa (variable ratio, constant stoichiometry), and type
IIIb (variable ratio and stoichiometry). The classification
problem simply shifts to the question of what type of
polytype a specific structure is. In addition, if Angel's
(1986a)schemeis followed, one is facedwith the fact that
many structures are simultaneously both type I and type
IIIb polytypes. As a result, in the present review I call
Angel's type I structurespolytypes and his type II and III
structurespolysomes.
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Fig. 4. The structureof WroOrr,which is derivedfrom the
WOr structureby theinsertionof periodiccrystallographic
shear
planes.Between
the CSplanesareslabsof theparentWO, structure,in whichtheWOuoctahedra
sharecorners.Octahedra
along
the CSplanesshareedges.(FromAnderson,1972)
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In this section, I will explore severalexamplesof polysomatic structuresand series,with the goal of illustrating
some of the important featuresof polysomatism.
"l
I

Fig. 6. DilatationalCS structuresformed from the parent
perovskitestructure,showingthat CS structurescan be repre(a) The perovskitestructure,slicedup into
sentedaspolysomes.
P slabs.(b) The polysome(PS),in which the CS-planeregions
(PPS)and (PPPS),
aredefinedasS slabs.(c),(d) The polysomes
(AfterTilley, I 980.)
respectively.
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ReO, and perovskite derivative structures:
CS sffuctures or polysomes?
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Fig. 5. An isolated CS plane formed by a reduction reaction
in WOr-,. By sighting at a low angle along either the vertical or
horizontal direction, it can be seenthat the structure on one side
ofthe fault has beendisplacedrelative to that on the other. (After
Iijima, 1975.)

A number of oxides, including WO, and mixed molybdenum tungsten, titanium tungsten, niobium tungsten,
and tantalum tungsten oxides, crystallize with the ReO,
structure type (Tilley, 1980). This structure consistsof a
three-dimensionalframework of corner-sharingMOu octahedra. The perovskite structure is a simple stuffed derivative of ReOr, obtained by stuffing cations into the
cuboctahedralvoids betweenthe octahedra.These structures can be undistorted (the aristotype structure, seeMegaw, 1973), or the octahedra can tilt to form a number
ofdistortional variants that will not concern us here.
CS plane viewpoint. The ReO, or perovskite structure
can be cut along a specially oriented surfaceand sheared
such that one side of the crystal is moved relative to the
other side by a vector that is not parallel to the plane of
the cut, resulting in a crystallographic shear plane (i.e.,
the shearingvector possesses
a component that does not
lie within the plane).Figure 4 showsseveralordered shear
planesas they occur in the structure of the stoichiometric
compound WroOrr. Note that the WO. octahedra share
edges,rather than corners, in the region ofthe shear and
that the ratio of W to O is increased in this abnormal
part of the structure. Such CS planes,which can occur in
several orientations, are common as defects in reduced
tungsten oxides, WO.-", as well as other oxides with this
structure.Theseplanar defects,rather than randomly distributed point defects such as vacancies or interstitials,
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1 n < 4.5*
TABLE1. Some polysomesobservedin (Na,Ca),Nb,Osn*2,4
Polysome

A"
Spacing,

45
445
4445
44445
444445
444444444444444445
45445
454445
4454445
44544445
444544445
4545445
45445445445
4454454454445
44454445444544445
4445444454444544445
44454444544454444445
44544544544544545
4445445444544544545
444 45444544445444544454445
444454445444454444544454445
445444544454444454444544444444445
44545454545454545
454545454545454445
4 4544454 4544 45445444544454445
4545445 45445445445445 445445
445 4544545 454454454 454 45445
4444545454445445444 4544444544454445444544454445

29.3
42.5
55.7
68.9
82.1
240.5
71.8
85.0
98.2
111.4
124.6
101.1
156.8
183.2
236.0
262.4
275.6
241.8
268.2
360.6
373.8
453.0
247.6
353.2
406.0
385.4
385.4
655.2

Nat

2
2
2
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
b
o
o

8
8
8
10
10
12

Ca

8
12
16
20
24
72
20
24
28
32
36
28
44
52
68
76
80
68
76
104
108
132
68
100
116
108
108
188

I
13
17
21
25
73
22
26
30
34
38
31
48
50

72
80
84
74
82
110
114
138
76
108
124
118
118
200

31
45
RO

73
87
255
76
90
104
118
132
107
166
194
250
278
292
256
284
382
396
480
262
374
430
408
408
694

- Modified from Portier et al. (1975) and Tilley (1980).
-'The length in A ot the sequence,equal to either do,oot do,J2.
i Numbers refer to the number of atoms in the chemicalformula

are the dominant mechanism for accommodating appreciable nonstoichiometry in many ReOr-type oxides, and
they also can form in the perovskite structur€ type (Tilley,
1980). A high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of a shearplane in a reducedtungsten oxide crystal is shown in Figure 5.
In addition to occurring randomly, CS planescan order
into periodic arrays to form discretecompounds, as suggestedby Figure 4. An example of a system that exhibits
periodic CS structuresis the (Na,Ca),Nb,O3,*2(4 < n =
4.5) group of compounds, which can be derived from the
perovskite structure by dilatational shearing operations
(Portier et al., 1975). Numerous compounds can be
formed by varying the numbers of perovskite layers between the CS planes,as shown schematicallyin Figure 6.
A list of some of the ordered structures that have been
observed is given in Table l.
Polysomatic series viewpoint. Another way of viewing
the structures in Figure 6 involves slicing up the structure
into only two types of slabs,labeled P and S (for perovskite slab and sheared slab). The structures can then be
representedas polysomes, and it can be said that they
form a polysomatic series.The structures shown in Figures 6a-6d are simply (P), (PS), (PPS), and (PPPS),respectively. This example illustrates a general principle:
any CS structure can also be representedas a polysomatic
structure, simply by representingthe parent structure with
one type ofslab and the regions containing the shearplanes
with another type of slab.

Not all polysomes, however, can be described as CS
structures.Another large group of ReOr-derivative structures, commonly referred to by solid-statechemistsas the
intergrowth tungsten bronzes, contains slabs oftungsten
trioxide structure interleaved v.ith slabs of the hexagonal
tungsten bronze structure (Hussain and Kihlborg, 1976:,
Tilley, 1980).Two of thesestructuresare shown in Figure
T,alongwith a HRTEM image of one of them. Obviously
they can be describedeasily with the polysomatic model,
but they cannot be derived by a simple periodic shearing
of either of the two parent structures.
Which is better, CS or polysomatic representation?In
the viewpoint of the author, the crystallographic shear
and polysomatic models are equally valid, and each has
its strong points, some of which are elaborated later in
this paper.
The utility of the CS model is obvious for many oxide
CS systems, where the shear planes typically form during
reduction reactions. In such cases,the reaction mechanism by which the CS structure forms is, quite literally,
shearingof the structure by the CS displacementvector.
In some systems,the shear planes have even been observed as they form in situ in the transmission electron
microscope(Iijima, 1975).The CS model is geometrically
simple, it provides an adequaterepresentationof the derivative structure, especially in structurally simple groups
of compounds, and it can be used easily to determine the
stoichiometries of the ordered structures.
The polysomatic model also describessimple CS struc-
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Fig. 7. Structures of two intergrowth potassium tungsten bronzes, (WOr, with (a) double rows of the hexagonal tungsten bronze
structureintergrownwithslabsofReOrstructureand(b)singlerowsofthehexagonaltungstenbronzestructuri(fromTlley,1987).
(c) A HRTEM image of the structure shown in a, in which the double rows of prominent white dots correspondto the tunnels in
the double rows of hexagonaltungsten bronze structure. (After Hussain and Kihlborg, 1976.)

tures adequately.However, it seemsto be a more flexible
model for describing a wide range of complex structures
that include not only CS structures,but also intergrowth
structuresand those basedon chemical twinning (seebelow). As we shall see,it can be used very simply to calculate the stoichiometry of both ordered and disordered
structures,and it typically can predict details of polyhedral distortions and chemical partitioning trends that are
not obvious from the CS model. Furthermore, CS structures commonly are produced directly by crystal $owth
or solid-state reactions that do not involve structural shear,
and the mechanismsof some reactionscan be understood
better with the polysomatic model.
Whichever model is used to representCS structures,it
must be recognizedthat this structural principle encompassesa very wide range of important minerals and synthetic materials. As noted previously, in addition to the
oxides basedon the ReO, and perovskite structures,there
are major CS systemsderived from the rutile (Bursill and
Hyde,1972; Hyde, 1976)and Nb,O, (Tilley, 1980)structures. Many structures, such as that of amphibole, that
mineralogistsknow as polysomesalso can be represented
as CS structures (Chisholm, 1975). A final point again
can be illustrated with the perovskite-based CS structures: some polysomatic seriesbasedon crystallographic
shearoperations are extremely complex. This is illustrated by Table l, which lists only a fraction of the ordered

structuresthat have been observedin the (Na,Ca)NbOr*.
system.In order to simplify and comprehend such complex systems,it is essentialto use some modular crystallographic model, and the one that is chosen is more a
matter of taste and a function of the application at hand
than a matter for debate.
Chemical twinning and polysomatism
As noted above, some modular structures can be representedby a chemical twinning model (Andersson and
Hyde, 1974; Tak6uchi, 19 78; Tilley, I 9 87; Eyring, I 9 88).
Although such structuresoccur in many nonmineral systems, there are numerous mineralogical examples, and
we will enumerate a few of these.
Sulfosalts and oxysulfides.It has long been recognized
that certain sulfides and sulfosalts form chemically and
structurally coherent groups (e.g., Wuensch, 1974). One
of the simplest of theseis the PbS-BirS,system.As shown
by Tak6uchi (1978), the galenastructure can be twinned
by reflection on (311), as shown in Figure 8a. When the
structure of the twin boundary is relaxed, new crystallographic sites that can accommodate both Pb and Bi are
formed, analogousto the way in which new types of sites
are formed along the grain boundaries of metals (e.g.,
Frost et al., 1980). If the twinning is periodic, discrete
minerals are formed; Figures 8b and 8c show the structuresof heyrovskyiteand lillianite (Tak6uchi, 1978),which
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are produced by different spacings between the twin
planes.As shown, these structurescan be spliced up into
two kinds of slabs,labeled G and B, and their treatment
as polysomesis henceobvious; the structuresshown here
are of (GrB) and (GoB).The chemical composition varies
as the ratio ofthe two types ofslabs changes.The clearest
diference between this example and the polysomes that
can be representedas CS structures is that the G slabs
occur in two orientations, rather than in one. Additional
examples of sulfosalts that can be representedas polysomes and of sulfosalt polysomatic series are presented
in an extensivereview by Makovicky (1989).
Other examples of S-bearing polysomes occur in the
schafarzikitepolysomatic series.Whereasschafarzikiteis
an iron and antimony oxide, it contains structural slabs
that can intergrow with S-bearingslabs to form the oxysulfide polysomesversiliaite and apuanite (Ferraris et al.,
l 986).
Oxyborates.As shown by the structure determinations
of Moore and Araki (1974) and Tak6uchi et al. (1978),
certain metal oxyborates represented by the formula
MerOr[BOr],Me : Mg, Fe, Al, Mn ..., can be represented as chemical twin structures (Tak6uchi, 1978).
Consisting of structurally similar slabs that are periodically twinned to produce an anomalous structure at the
twin planes, these oxyborates are analogousto the sulfosalts described in the last section. The frequency of
the twin planescontrols both the crystal structure and the
amount of Mn3* in both natural and synthetic ludwigite,
orthopinakiolite, pinakiolite, and tak6uchiite. Furthermore, mistakes in the periodicity of the twin planes lead
to structural disorder and chemical variations in all of
these minerals (Bovin and O'Keeffe, l98l; Bovin et al.,
l98la, l98lb).
Enstatite-fV. Silicatesof the MgrSirOu-LiScSirOusolidsolution series crystallize either with the clinopyroxene
structure or with one of severalstructureshaving discontinuous silicate chains (Tak6uchi, 1978). In the latter
structures,termed the enstatite-IV series,the chain segments possess8, 9, or l0 tetrahedra,and the twin-related
segmentsare separatedby a slab of anomalous structure
(Fig. 9). If the wide clinopyroxene slabs shown in Figure
9 are cut into narrower slabs that are one tetrahedron
wide, and these slabs are interleaved with a slab of the
chain-intemrpting structure,then the structuresof the enstatite-Iv seriescan be representedas a polysomatic series with pyroxeneas one end-member(Thompson,1978).
This is only one of at least three polysomatic seriesthat
can be formed with pyroxene, since the biopyriboles and
the pyroxenoids also have pyroxenes as end-member
structurgs.
Humite group. Thompson (1978) showed clearly that
the humite group can be representedas a polysomatic
series constructed from slabs of olivine and norbergite
structure. Thompson pointed out that two different orientations of the olivine slab, O. and O", and two orientations of the norbergite slab, N, and N*, are required to
represent all of the structures in the polysomatic series
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Fig. 8. Chemicaltwinning structuresbasedon the galena
structure.(a) The structureof galenaartificially twinned on the
(311)planes.(b) The structureof heyrovskyite,showinghow
the structurein the twin planeshas relaxedrelative to that of
the artificially twinned structure.Slabsof galenastructure,G,
and the twin boundarystructure,B, are indicatedto showhow
asthe polysome(G'B).
this CT structurecanalsobe represented
(c) The structureof lillianite, shownasthe polysome(G"B).(After Tak6uchi,1978.)

norberyite-chondrodite-humite-clinohumite-olivine; the
positions of the octahedrally coordinated cations in the
seriesare shown in Figure 10. In fact, the L and R slabs
of Thompson (1978) are related by the (001) mirrors in
the olivine and norbergite structures, and thus it is apparent that these polysomes also can be described as
chemical twinning structures(O'Keeffe and Hyde, 1985).
Note, however, that the (001) mirrors are presentas symmetry elementsin not only the two parent structures,but
also in humite. As such, these mirrors by definition cannot be true twinning operations of the overall structures,
pointing out the potential confusion arising from the term
"chemical twinning" noted earlier. In an alternative description of the humite group structures, O'Keefe and
Hyde (1985) focused on the cation packing, noting that
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the barium silicates:Liebau, I 98 5, ch. I 0). In general,the
intermediate polysomes in such a series are also chain
structures,but the widths (or multiplicities) of the chains
are gr€aterthan in the end-member chain structure. Two
such silicate seriesare described briefly in this section,
and a similar case in the manganeseoxides is covered
later.
Biopyriboles. Due to Thompson's seminal 1978 paper
on polysomatic series,as well as their petrologic importance, the biopyriboles are probably the best-known group
of polysomatic minerals. The biopyriboles include the
pyroxenes,amphiboles, arad2:.l sheet silicates, which have
been extensively reviewed previously (Prewitt, 1980;
Veblen, l98la; Veblen and Ribbe, 1982; Bailey, 1984,
1988).In some cases,the term biopyribole has been used
incorrectly to refer only to those relatively rare biopyribole structurescontaining triple or wider chains (Veblen,
l98lb). The term as defined by Johannsen(l9ll) and
Thompson (1978), however, clearly includes pyroxenes,
amphiboles, micas, talc, etc., in addition to the more recently discoveredwide-chain members of the group.
Although they are well known, the idealized structures
ct,.l A
of clinoamphibole (double-chain silicate) and clinojimthompsonite (triple-chain silicate)are shown in Figure l1
becauseofthe importance ofthe pyroxene-2:l sheet silicate polysomatic series.The illustrated structurescan be
b
thought of as interleaved slabs of pyroxene (P) and mica
j
or talc (M) in the sequences(MP) and (MMP). The biopyriboles will be used as exampleslater in this paper, but
note here that they constitute but one of several polysomatic systemsthat contain both chain and sheet strucel
Fig.9. The enstatite-Ivstructures,
showinghow thenumber tures.
Carlosturanite. The recently discovered mineral carof tetrahedrain the intemrptedchainsvariesfrom (a) l0 to (b)
9 to (c) 8. (FromTak6uchi,1978.)
losturanite is a chain-silicate derivative ofthe 1:l shoet
silicate lizardite, one of the forms of serpentine(Mellini
this description is simpler than the classicaldescription et al., 1985; Ferraris et al., 1986);it appearslikely that
basedon O closestpacking.
this fine-grained mineral is commonly mistaken for serpentine. The structure of carlosturanitecan be representPolysomatic series basedon chain/sheet shuctures
ed as a polysomatic mixture of lizardite slabs (S) and
A number of polysomatic series possessas their two another type of slab (X) in which vacancies replace Si
end-membersa chain structure and a sheetstructure (e.g., atoms in a lizarditeJike structure. Carlosturanite is then

i

OLIVINE

(o)

CLINOHUMITE

HUMITE

(NOO)

CHONORODITE

(NO)

NORBERGITE

L-.',
(N)

Fig. 10. The zigzagchains ofthe olivine-humite group polysomatic series;the circles representthe positions ofthe octahedrally
coordinated cations. The seriescan be representedas mixtures of olivine "O" slabs and norberyite "N" slabs.Norbergite : (N),
chondrodite : (NO), humite : (NOO), clinohumite : (NOOO), and olivine : (O). (Modified from Papike and Cameron, 1976.)
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structure,which can be repFig. 12. (a) The carlosturanite
from modulesof the
asthe (SrX)polysomeconstructed
resented
minerallizardite(S)anda relatedslabcontainingtetserpentine
(X). (b) The (SoX)polysome,whichis oneof
rahedralvacancies
severaltypesofdefectsthatoccurintergrownwith carlosturanite.
(AfterMelliniet a1.,1985.)

Fig. 11. The idealizedstructuresof (a) clinoamphibole
and
(b)clinojimthompsonite,
showinghowpyribolescanberegarded
as P slabsof pyroxenestructureand M slabsof mica or talc. that contains six-membered silicate rings, and (3) a simjimthompsoniteand ilar slab with eight- and four-membered rings. Each unit
Amphiboleis the polysome(MP),whereas
clinojimthompsonite
are(MMP). (FromThompson,1978,and cell contains a number of lizardite slabsbut only one sixVeblen,l98lb.)
membered reversal slab and one eight-membered slab
(Fig. 13). Thus, ifthe antigorite structureof Kunze (1961)
the polysome (SSSSSX),or (S5X),as shown in Figure l2a.
is correct, this mineral presentsa rather unusual casein
Several other polysomes, such as (S4X) (Fig. 12b) have which polysome contains three structurally and chema
been observed as defects within carlosturanite.
Like the biopyribole polysomatic series,the seriescontlqdlk
ki@
Uzordll.
&.ie
mdub.
md/a
modul..
mdL
a sheet silicate (lizardite)
taining carlosturanite possesses
as one of the end-member structures. Although the X
slabs in Figure 12 produce a sorosilicate when mated, a
t
redefinition ofthese slabs to include halfofan S slab on
I
6-ring R.vd
6-ring
each side would yield modules that could be combined
I
l.
to form a chain silicate. In recognition ofthe chain and
sheetstructureswithin this series,it has been named the
inophite polysomatic series(Mellini et al., 1985; Ferraris
et al., 1986).

l"*"

Antigorite: polysomeswith three structurally
distinct modules
The serpentine mineral antigorite is one of a large number of minerals with comrgated silicate sheets, in which
the apical O atoms of the tetrahedra can point to either
one side ofthe sheetor the other (Liebau, 1985,ch. l0).
As shown by Spinnler (1985),Livi and Veblen (1987a),
and Mellini et al. (1987), the antigorite structure of Kunze
(1961) can be representedas a polysomatic seriesbased
on three types of slabs: (1) a lizardite slab, (2) a slab in
which the direction of the apical O atoms switches and

t
Altcr Spinnlar(|g8s)

Fig. 13. Two views showing how the antigorite structure(s)
can be representedas a polysomatic seriesconstructedof lizardite modules and two typesofsheet reversalslabs(after Spinnler,
1985). The structure, chemical composition, and a unit-cell parameter vary as the number of lizardite slabs between reversal
slabschanges.(From Livi and Veblen, 1987a.)
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TABLe
2. Unit-cellparametersand metalatomcoordinatesfor for the two slabsin HRTEM studies(Spinnler, 1985; Livi
johannseniteand the pyroxmangitep regiontrans- and Veblen, 1987a) suggestthat they are truly distinct.
formedinto a pyroxenelike
unit cell
Pyroxenoids:how close is the slab structure in
PyroxmangiteJohannsenite*"
polysomesto that of the parent structures?
Unitcell
It was suggestedby Koto et al. (1976) that the pyrox10.05A
9.98A
b
8.88A
9 . 1 6A
enoid structures can be representedas mixtures of the
5.s8A
5.29A
clinopyroxene and wollastonite structures. Thompson
89.82.
90.
p
( I 978) noted that wollastonite, rhodonite, pyroxmangite,
110.02.
105.48"
"Y
89.78'
90
ferrosilite-Ill, and clinopyroxene form the polysomatic
Metalpositions
series (W), (WP), (WPP), (WPPP), (P), and this device
M2lM1t
0.000
0
subsequentlyhas been used by numerous authors work0.104
0.095
0.745
Vq
ing
with pyroxenoids (e.g.,Czank and Liebau, 1980; VebM2IM1
0.000
0
len, 1985a;Pinckney and Burnham, 1988). Taking a dif0.896
0.905
t/4
0.255
ferent view, Angel (1986b) assertedthat the P slabs in
M3/M1
0.500
V2
pyroxenoids do not possessthe pyroxene structure and
0.604
0.595
that, when transformed into a pyroxenoidlike unit cell,
0.745
Ve
M3/M1
0.500
V2
slabsofpyroxene do not even have the C-centeredlattice
0.396
0.405
necessaryfor them to mate with the W slabs. The rela1/c
0.255
M5/M2
0.000
tionship between pyroxene and pyroxenoid P slabs thus
0
o.726
0.698
requiresresolution and also permits us to ask how similar
0.759
Vt
a slab in a polysome is to the same type of slab residing
M5/M2
0.000
0
0.274
0.302
within the parent structure. The detailed unit-cell trans'/4
0.241
formations that support the discussion below are given
th
M5/M2
0.500
in Appendix 1.'
0.226
0.198
0.759
Vt
Angel (1986b) transformed the b axis of clinopyroxene
M4IM2
0.512
V2
to
b' : b - c, assertingthat b' is analogousto b of the
o.782
0.802
'/4
pyroxenoids. The resulting unit-cell transformation pro0.248
si5/si
0.789
o.787
ducesa body-centeredlattice, and Angel then concluded
0.409
0.408
that such a unit cell is incompatible with the W slabs of
0.791
0.736
si6/si
0.789
pyroxenoids. Several authors have noted, however, that
0.787
0.578
0.592
clinopyroxenesand pyroxenoidsintergrow on {ll1} of
0.306
0.236
pyroxene(Czank and Simons, 1983; Ried, 1984; Angel
si5/si
0.289
0.287
0.909
0.908
et al., 1984;Angel, 1986b;Veblen, 1985a),indicating that
n 701
0.736
the
a axis also must be transformed to place the clinosi4/si
0.292
o.287
pyroxene structure in a pyroxenoidlike unit cell. The re0.085
0.092
0.272
0.236
sulting transformation of basis vectors (Appendix l) leaves
si3/si
0.210
0.213
the pyroxene C centered and hence compatible u/ith the
0.588
0.592
0.244
o.264
W slabs,as also noted by Angel and Burnham (1991).
si4/si
0.208
0.213
When part of the P-slabregion of a pyroxenoid is trans0.415
0.408
formed into a clinopyroxenelike unit cell, it is clear that
o.728
0.764
si3/si
0.710
0.713
it is isostructuralwith pyroxene (Table 2). Although there
0.088
0.092
are subtle differencesin the structures,the two unit cells
0.244
o.264
si2/si
0.709
are very close,the anglesa and 7 in the transformed unit
0.713
0.918
0.908
cell of pyroxmangite are near the ideal 90. for clinopy0.769
0.764
roxene, and the fractional coordinates for pyroxene and
- Pyroxmangite
structural data from Ohashi and Finger(1975).
pyroxenoid are similar.
'* Johannsenite
structural data from Freed and Peacor (1967).
The relationship between back-to-back chains in the
t Atomic site nomenclatureis given as pyroxmangite-iohannsenite.
pyroxenelike part of pyroxmangite and in johannsenite is
shown in Figure 14. Although there is a slight shift between the chains in pyroxmangite relative to those ofjoically distinct tlpes of slab. The number of lizardite slabs hannsenite,as reflectedby the larger angleB in the transin each unit cell can be varied, producing a polysomatic formed pyroxenoid cell of Table 2, the two structuresare
series of discrete antigorite structures having different a
unit-cell parametersand different compositions, in some
1A copy of Appendix I may be ordered as Document AMcaseswithin the same nominal crystal. Ferraris et al.
91-458 from the BusinessOftce, Mineralogical Societyof Amer(1986) presented a simplified model in which slabs (2) ica, I 130 Seventeenth
StreetNW, Washington,DC 20036, U.S.A.
and (3) are similar, but very different beam damagerates Pleaseremit $5.00 in advancefor the microfiche.
d
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Fig. 14. The relationship between back-to-back silicate chains in (a) the pyroxenoid pyroxmangite and (b) the clinopyroxene
johannsenite. The structuresare very similar and are largely controlled by the coordination requirementsof the regular octahedral
sites. The back-to-back silicate chains in the pyroxenoid are not offset by c/2 rclative to those in the clinopyroxene.

remarkably similar. This striking similarity is also shown
by Angel and Burnham (1991), who compared synthetic
MnSiO. clinopyroxene with a structure constructedfrom
pyroxmangite P slabs.Certainly the back-to-back silicate
chains are not offset by c/2 in pyroxene relative to pyroxenoid, as suggestedby Angel (1986b, Fig. 2). The offsetsbetween back-to-back silicate chains in pyroxenoids
and clinopyroxenes are similar because they are constrained by the linkage between the chains through the
regular octahedraof the octahedral strips (i.e., Ml in pyroxene nomenclature).
Based on Table 2, Figure 14, and the work of Angel
and Burnham (1991), it can be concludedthat the P slabs
in pyroxenoids are structurally very similar to clinopyroxene.Pinckney and Burnham (1988), in a detailed analysis of the polyhedral distortions and interatomic distances in rhodonite and pyroxmangite, pointed out that
the degreeof distortion away from the pyroxene structure
is slight at the boundaries between P slabs and is most
pronounced in the regions where the P slabs must mate
with the W slabs. Similarly, variations in the chemistry
of metal sites lead to minor structural variations, as can
be seenin Figure 14 and the diagramsof Angel and Burnham (1991).As shownby Pinckneyand Burnham (1988),
though, even in the most distorted parts of the structure,
the P and W parts ofthe pyroxenoids are recognizableas
pyroxene-like and wollastonite-like. This is also the case
for other polysomatic systems,such as the biopyriboles.
It seemslikely that if the structural distortions required
for mating the two types of slab in a polysome were too
great, then the energy of the resulting structure would be
too geat for it to form. It would be interesting to test this
notion by calculating the structure energiesof hypothetical polysomatic structures that are highly distorted. As

noted by Thompson (l98la), many conceivablepolysome compositions do not form in the biopyribole system, simply becausethe misfit betweenthe M and P slabs
is too great.
Sheet silicates: use of polysornatisrnfor consfiucting
computer structure models
Thompson (1978) demonstratedthat many of the rockforming sheet silicates can be representedas polysomes
constructed from a few distinct modules. As in the case
of the humite group, these modules commonly occur in
more than one orientation, and the sheet silicates therefore could be thought of as chemical twinning structures
if so desired. More interesting to mineralogists is that
disordered sheet silicates can contain more than two types
of polysomatic (001) slab (i.e., parallel to the layers),just
as antigorite contains three types of(100) slabs (i.e., cutting acrossthe layers).
Perhaps more than any other rock-forming mineral
group, the sheetsilicatesare prone to structural disorder,
largely related to aperiodicity in layer stacking sequences
and the mixing of incorrect layersinto many of the structures. One of the most powerful methods for studying
such disorder is HRTEM, but accurate interpretation of
the electron microscopy experiments requires the comparison of experimental imageswith imagessimulated by
computer (e.g.,O'Keefe, 1984; Self and O'Keefe, 1988).
Such computer simulations require as input a model of
the structure to be simulated; this model consists primarily of atomic coordinates, unit-cell parameters, and
space-groupinformation. For the simulation of crystal
defects and structurally disordered materials, artificially
large unit cells must be used (see,for example, Veblen,
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Fig. 15. (a) Polysomatic sheetsilicate modules after Thompson (1978), which can be used to generatestructural models of
both simple and mixedJayer sheet silicates and hydroxides. P",Po
: twin-related phlogopite modules; T-To : talc modules; B",Bu
: brucite modules. (b) An example of a model mixedJayer
structure generatedby combining the modules in a. This struc-

ture, which contains l:l and 2:l layers and hydroxide sheets,
contains nearly 1000 atoms per unit cell. (c) A simulated HRTEM
image at Scherzer focus generated from the model structure in
b, showing that the layers ofditrerent thicknessescan be imaged
(but only under the most ideal ofobserving conditions). (From
Guthrie and Veblen. 1990.)

1985b),and the resulting structural models thereforemay
contain many hundreds or even thousandsof atoms.
The recognition that a structure is polysomatic can
greatly simplify the construction of a structural model, if
the aperiodic aspectof the structure is related to disorder
in the placing of the polysomatic slabs. (Luckily, as discussed below, it is polysomatic structures that tend to
show the greatest degreesof structural disorder among
the rock-forming minerals.) For polysomes, a structural
model can be assembledwith a computer by assuming
that the atomic coordinates and site occupanciesin all
slabs of the same type are identical. Once the structure
of each slab type has been introduced as input, the desired structure can be assembledby adding appropriate
translation vectors and scalingthe atomic coordinatesfor
the size of the composite unit cell.
The sheet silicates present a simple example of such
exploitation of polysomatism. The structural modules
defined by Thompson (1978) are shown in Figure l5a.
By assemblingthesein the desiredorder, all of the atomic
coordinates and site occupanciescan be generatedeasily
by computer for any structure composed of these slabs,
such as the one shown in Figure l5b. Figure 15c illustrates a computer simulation of a HRTEM image for this
structure. For the particular imaging conditions of this
simulation, the image strongly resemblesthe structure,
but it can be shown that for other conditions, incorrect
identification of the layers in the structure would result
from intuitive interpretation. Guthrie and Veblen (1990)
employed extensive simulations of computer-generated

models of sheet silicatesto outline the HRTEM imaging
conditions appropriate for the observation of structural
disorder in a wide range of rock-forming sheet silicates,
and Guthrie and Veblen (1989) and Veblen et al. (1990)
used similar methods to facilitate the imaging and image
interpretation for mixed-layer illite/smectite clays. Although the simple example given here is for a one-dimensional imaging problem, analogous methods have
been used to create structural models for more complex
defects.An exampleis the simulation ofcomplex HRTEM
images of defects in biopyriboles by assembling the M
and P modules in appropriate arrays (e.g., Yeblen and
Buseck,1980).
Tunnel and sheet manganeseoxides: two-dimensional
polysomatisrn and block structures
Although the manganeseoxide minerals typically occur
as extremely fine-grained polycrystalline masses and
mixtures, there has been much recent progressin understanding their crystal chemistry. Many of the advances
have come through the application of HRTEM methods
(Turner and Buseck,1979, 1981, I 983),as well as careful
single-crystalX-ray diffraction experiments (Post et al.,
I 982; Post and Appleman, I 988; Turner and Post, I 988)
and Rietveld refinement of powder X-ray data (Post and
Bish, 1988, 1989; Post and Veblen, 1990).Nonetheless,
there is still debate over some of the structures and terminology (e.9.,Giovanoli, 1985;Burns et al., 1985).Like
the biopyriboles, the manganeseoxides that contain predominantly Mna* occur either with chains (the tunnel
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Pyrolusite

Fig. 16. Idealizedstructuresof someof the chainand sheet
(afterBuseckand Veblen,1988,followingTurner
manganates
andBuseck,1979,1981,1983,
andtheclassification
scheme
of
S. Turner,personalcommunication).
The first row consistsof
the polysomespyrolusite(P) v/ith I x 1 tunnels,(PB)with 2 x
1 tunnels,(PBB)with 3 x I tunnels,and a collapsed
birnessitelike structure(B) which is m x 1. Thesestructuresthen serve
tl
as the parent structuresfor polysomaticseriesin the vertical
ll
direction,whichgiverise to the 2 x 2 hollandite,3 x 1 romaFig. 17. The structureof M-Nb'O', which is one of many
nechite,3 x 3 todorokite,etc.This two-dimensional
setofpolyin theniobiumandniobium-titaniumoxidesysblock
structures
(seetext andFig.
somaticseriesis analogous
to blockstructures
tem. This 3 x 3 structurecanbe thoughtofas two intersecting
17).
set
setsof periodicCSplanes(arrows),or asa two-dimensional
of polysomaticseries.(AfterAnderson,1972.)

tl

structures) or with sheets(the phyllomanganates).Also
like the biopyriboles, the tunnel structures can contain
chains of variable width, and the sheet structures, like
smectites, can exhibit variable occupancy of interlayer
sites, layer swelling and collapse, and rapid cation exchange(Golden et al., 1986).
Figure 16 shows the basic building blocks of the predominantly tetravalent manganeseoxides. The first row
shows some I x N structures with trf values of l, 2, 3,
and oo, sliced up into polysomatic slabs (the numbers
refer to the widths of the manganatechains). The I x I
structure (pyrolusite) is (P), the I x 2 structure is (PB),
the I x 3 structure is (PBB), and the sheetstructure (similar to a collapsed birnessite) is (B). What differentiates
this structural system fiom the other polysomatic series
we have examined is that the structures in the first row
can themselves be used as base structures to form the
other structures shown in Figure 16 by forming polysomeswith slabsin an orientation approximately normal
to that of the first set of slabs,thus forming the hollandite,
romanechite. and ideal todorokite structures.
Severalpoints can be made about these structures. First,
all of thesepolysomescan have the same chemical composition, MnOr, but in fuct the structureswith the larger
tunnels commonly exhibit a leastpartial occupancyof the
tunnels by various cations, with charge compensation
arising from reduction of part of the Mn. These tunnel
cations are analogousto the interlayer cations ofthe sheet
structuresand can be thought of as similar to the A-site
cations of amphiboles and wide-chain biopyriboles. In
caseswhere such occupancyis appreciable,separatemineral names have been applied, such as cryptomelane (K, ,
MnrO,u.nHrO) and coronadite @b,_rMnrO,..nHrO). The

ratios ofthe various structural slabs therefore appear to
be correlatedto chemical variations, as is typical for polysomatic series.
The polysomatic model is a somewhatawkward device
for describing the structures of these manganeseoxides,
since the polysomatic slabscrosseach other. This system
can be thought of as a primary polysomatic series (the
first row of Fig. 16) from which parasitic polysomatic
seriesare derived (the columns of Fig. 16). In fact, this
type of structural relationship is well known in the field
of solid-state chemistry, where structures having intersecting CS planes are called "block structures." An example of such a block structur€ in the compound NbrO'
is shown in Figure 17. A very large number of similar
block structureshave been recogrrized(Anderson,1972),
and they could be described by the same sort of twodimensional systemsof polysomatic seriesas one can use
for the manganeseoxides.
Appr-rc.r.ttoNs oF THE pol,ysoMATrc

MoDEL

Structural disorder
Since the initial publication of the polysomatic model
(Thompson, 1970, 1978),it has become clear that one of
its most important applications is in understanding structural disorder in minerals and other compounds. Indeed,
structures that can be constructed from layers are inherently prone to planar defects.In polytypic structures,mistakes in the stacking sequenceof layers are common; it
is very unusual in TEM investigations of sheet silicates,
for example, to find crystals that are entirely without
stackingfaults, and stackingdisorder is rampant in many
sheet silicates.
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Fig. 18. (a) HRTEM imageof an anrigorite"crystal."The
(100)fringesshow that there is considerable
variation in the
modulation period of the structure,as a result of variations in
the numbersof lizarditemodulesbetweenthe reversalslabsof
the structure(seeFig. 13).(After Spinnler,1985.)(b) A lamella
of serpentine
in phlogopite.The serpentine
is a polysomaticintergrowthconsistingprimarily of the planar structurelizardite,
with two pairsofnonperiodicoffsetscharacteristic
ofthe antigorite structure.(FromLivi and Veblen,1987a.)

Likewise, in polysomatic structures,an obvious way to
create a planar defect is to leave out a polysomatic slab
from the normal, periodic sequence,or to insert an extra
slab. Such defects are imporiant not only for energetic
considerations, but also becausethey alter the stoichiometry of a crystal. If polysomatic defectsare abundant,
the deviations can causea crystal to have a stoichiometry
substantially different from that of its nominal structural
formula. In fact, defectsbasedon the principle of missing
or extra polysomatic slabs have been recognizedin virtually every mineral system that can be describedby the
polysomatic model, though the frequency of their occurrence is highly variable from system to system. In the
extreme case,crystalswith apparently random sequences
of slabs can form. It is not my intention to review thoroughly the extensive literature on such structural disorder. Instead, I offer the following examples and a few
referencesto the types of polysomatic structural disorder
that have been observed.
Perhapsthe best-known mineralogical polysomatic defects occur in the biopyribole system. Here an M slab
inserted into pyroxene (P) can produce an isolated slab
of amphibole structure MP; a missing M slab in amphibole can produce a slab ofpyroxene chains; an extra M

slab in amphibole (MP) can produce a triple-chain defect
MMP; or a string of extra M slabscan produce a talc-like
or mica-like zone in either pyroxene or amphibole. In
fact, the types of polysomatic defectsthat have been observed in biopyriboles could be enumeratedad nauseum
(see,for example,Chisholm, 1973;Hutchison et al., 1975;
Veblen eI al., 1977; Veblen and Buseck,I 979, I 980, I 98 I ;
Nakajima and Ribbe, 1980, l98l; Maresch and Czank,
1983, 1988;review by Veblen, 1981b).It is worth noting
that the frequency of such defects depends strongly on
chemical composition and paragenesis.For example, ferromagnesianamphiboles seem to be much more susceptible to extreme disorder of this type than calcic and alkali amphiboles.
Structural disorder is common in the families of compounds described in the section "ReO, and perovskite
derivative structures," where the spacing between CS
planescan vary from perfectly ordered to completely random (seereviewsby Anderson, 19721'
Tilley, 1980; Eyring, 1988). Polysomatic disorder also occurs in the sulfosalts and oxyborates describedin the section on chemical
twinning (Tilley, 1987; Eyring, 1988;Bovin and O'Keeffe,
1981;Bovin et al., l98la). A wide rangeof polysomatic
defects and intergrowths have been observed in at least
three polysomatic seriesrelated to the olivine structure:
the humite group (Miiller and Wenk, 1978; White and
Hyde, 1982a,1982b), the related Mn silicate leucophoenicite (White and Hyde, 1983), and laihunite (Kitamura
et al., 1984),as well as intergrowths of magnesianolivine
and laihunite (Banfield et al., 1990).
In polysomosbasedon sheetsilicates,polysomatic disorder has been observed in carlosturanite (Mellini et al.,
1985).In antigorite, variations in the numbers of lizardite
slabsbetweenthe reversalslabscan produce notable variations in the a unit-cell parameter (Spinnler, 1985; Mellini et al., 1987), as seenin Figure 18a. Disordered pairs
of antigorite reversalsalso have been observed in lizardite, as shown in Figure l8b (Livi and Veblen, 1987a).
The form of polysomatic order-disorder called mixed layering is well known in clay minerals, and it is not uncommon in rock-forming trioctahedral micas, chlorites, talc,
etc. (e.g.,Reynolds, 1980, 1988; Veblen, 1983; Maresch
et al., 1985; Olives Baffos, 1985; Amouric et al., 1988;
Banfieldet al., 1989).
Disorder in the sequenceof P and W slabs occurs in
both synthetic and natural pyroxenoids, and isolated slabs
of pyroxenoid can be found in some pyroxenes (Czank
and Liebau, 1980;Czank and Simons, 1983;Ried, 1984;
Angel et al.,1984; Angel, 1986b;Veblen, 1985a).Structural disorder is so prevalent in the tetravalent manganese oxides that even basic structure determinations of
many of theseminerals have beenextraordinarily difficult
(Burns and Burns, 1979). Structural disorder is common
in the seriescontaining schafarzikite,versiliaite, and apuanite Mellini et al., l98l; Ferrariset al., 1986)and has
recently been reported to be common in the bixbyitebraunite polysomaticseries(de Villiers and Buseck,1989).
Slabs of pyroxene and spinel structure can be used to
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describe sapphirine and surinamite (Moore and Araki,
1983; Barbier and Hyde, 1988), as well as rhdnite and
other minerals related to aenigmatite (Bonaccorsi et al.,
1990), and polysomatic disorder corresponding to slabs
of surinamite in sapphirine has been observedby Christy
and Putnis(1988).
It is thus clear that polysomatic structurescan, and in
many casesdo, possessstructural disorder basedon missing or extra polysomatic slabs.In addition, it is common
to find two minerals in the same polysomatic seriesoccurring in parallel intergrowths. Mineralogists and petrologists who deal with these structurestherefore should
be aware of this potential for structural disorder and its
consequences,such as causingnonstoichiometry in rockforming minerals.
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that are used for the slabs depend on how the slabs are
chosen.

Polyhedral distortions and chemical partitioning
From the last section, it is clear that the polysomatic
model can be used to calculate mineral stoichiometries,
even in disordered structures.But can it be used to predict the details of polyhedral distortions and chemical
partitioning in polysomatic structures?It was shown in
the section on pyroxenoids that the P-slab regions ofpyroxenoids are quite similar to the analogousparts of the
clinopyroxene structure, but does this similarity extend
down to the scaleof individual coordination polyhedra?
How does the ability of the polysomatic model to predict
polyhedral distortions and cation partitioning trends
compare with that of other models for modular crystals,
such as the crystallographic shear model?
Chemical relationships among polysomes
Polyhedral distortions. One way to assesswhether the
One messageof the polysomatic model is that the polysomatic model can predict the geometrical details of
members of a polysomatic seriesmust be stoichiometricoordination polyhedra is to compare the distortions of
cally collinear with respectto the numbers and types of
structurally analogous polyhedra in several different
crystallographic sites (Thompson, 1978). A corollary of
structures from a single polysomatic series.This can be
this principle is that the stoichiometries of crystals with
done using the simple parametersA and o (Table 3), which
polysomatic structural disorder also will fall on a mixing
measurevariations in bond distance and bond angle, reline betweenthe two end-member structures.Thompson
spectively, within a polyhedron (Robinson et al., l97l).
(1981a) showed several petrologically oriented examples
Table 3 showsthesepolyhedral distortion parametersfor
of how this collinearity and the chemical coplanarity of
both the tetrahedra and octahedrain the ferromagnesian
intersecting polysomatic series can be used to simplify
biopyriboles talc (Tc; Perdikatsis and Burzlafl 1981),
complex composition spaces.The reader is referred to jimthompsonite (Jt; Veblen and Burnham, 1978), anthothat paper.
phyllite (At; Finger, I 970; bond distancesand anglescalFrom the mineralogical perspective,it is sometimesof
culated by Hawthorne, 1983), and orthopyroxene (Px;
interest to evaluate the chemistry of structurally disorBurnham et al., l97l). In this group of structures, the
dered materials. Although it is now possible to analyze
following polyhedra are analogous in the polysomatic
very small regions (-100 A diameter) directly with anmodel:
alytical transmission electron microscopy, a much more
T"* : T2a': T31'
accurate assessmentof the ratios of the various crystallographic sites in a disordered (or ordered) region of a
M2o,: M4r,
Ml*:
crystal can be obtained by applying the polysomatic modM2*: M4^': M5"
el to HRTEM images.An example involving disordered
Tt":Tlo,:Tl,T2y
pyriboles was given by Veblen and Buseck (1979), and
Mt" : M3,M1o, : Ml,M2,M3r,.
another example comparing site ratios with TEM analyThe polyhedral distortion parametersin Table 3 indisesin disorderedpyroxene-pyroxenoidmixtwes was given by Livi and Veblen (1987b). For pyriboles, what is cate that the tetrahedra in the M slabs of these structures
commonly observedfrom HRTEM data is the widths of are all very regular, with A values less than 0.5 and o2no
a sequenceof silicate chains in the structure. These can greater than 2.2. The tetrahedra of all the P slabs, howbe factored into M and P slabsby converting each single ever, are much more distorted, with A : 1.06-3.03 and
chain to one P slab, each double chain to one M slab and o':16.6-30. l. Similarly, the octahedralsitesof the M
one P slab, each triple chain to two M slabs and one P slabsall possessA values below 1.95, but sites analogous
slab, etc. The number of M slabs and P slabs are then to Ml of pyroxene are characterizedby a larger spreadof
summed, and for ferromagrresian pyriboles the chemical metal-oxygen distances, with A : 4.12-4.58; however,
composition is given by [N..(Mg,Fe)3SLO,0(OH)r]+ [N". theseoctahedralsites all have similar values for o, which
(Mg,Fe)oSioO,r],where the numbers of slabs are multiare dominated by the octahedral flattening causedby edge
plied by the compositions of the two types of slabs. It is sharing. On the other hand, the polyhedra analogousto
essentialto scalethe formulae of the two slabs properly. M2 of pyroxene are highly distorted in all of these polyIn the above expression,the M-slab composition looks somes,with much higher values of both A and o than any
like a normal Mg-Fe talc formula, but the composition ofthe other polyhedra.
The polyhedral distortion parameters of Table 3 show
of the P slab is a multiple of the normal three- or six-O
atom pyroxene formula. It is obvious that the formulae that the polysomatic model can be used to predict the
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Tmle 3.

Polyhedraldistortion parameters for orthopyroxene, anthophyllite,iimthompsonite,and talc
P-slab sites

M-slab sites
M1

Px*
At
Jt

a:1.77,t:16.6.A:2.97,d:29.3
A:1.44,d:30.1
A: 1.06d
, : 18.O
A : 3.03, q2: 27.3
A : 1 . 3 4 ,o 2: 1 8 . 1

A : 91.77, o'?: 188.0

A:4.12,C:27.4

L:

1 7 1 . 4 6o, 2: 2 1 4 . 3

A : 4 . 5 8 ,0 2: 3 0 . 7

A:

1 4 8 . 6 2o, 2 : 4 4 7 . 9

A : 4 . 3 5 ,d : 2 8 . 1

A : 0 4 8 ,o 2: O . 7
L : 0 . 2 2 ,o ' z: O . 1
A : 0.08,o' : 0.1
A : 0 . 0 8 o, ' ? : 0 . 3
L : 0 . 1 1 0, 2: 2 . 2
L:0.2't,c:1.7
a : 0 . 0 1 f, , : 0 . 0
A : 0 . 0 0 ,0 2: 0 . 0

L:0.22,d:44.8
A : 1.95,o2: 34.6
A : 0 . 0 8 ,o 2: 3 1 . 4
A : 0.37, o'z: 33.9
A:0.86,d:28.O

At
Jt

A:O.42,d:28.6
L:0.27.f:28.6

' Px :
orthopyroxene,At : anthophyllite,Jt : jimthompenite, Tc : talc.

[:l
* A:lZIV'{E1

r^yr-l'.lnf x 104,where i:

individualbond lengths,rn: mean bond length,n:

numberof bondsincoordinationpolyhedron;o,

|

=fi0,-L^Yt(n-l),whered,:individual

bondangle,d.:ideal bondangle,n:numberofbondanglesinthecoordiantionpolyhedron(Robinson

e t a l . ,1 9 7 1 ) .

likely degreesofdistortion in the coordination polyhedra
of a polysome, once the distortions in other polysomes
are known. What is not shown by thesesimple distortion
parametersis that the detailed geometriesof coordination
polyhedra are reproduced fairly accuratelyin all ofthese
structures;the tetrahedracorrespondingto the P slabsare
all distorted in very much the same way, for example.
The polysomatic model thus can be used to predict even
the details of polysomatic structures.
How well are such structural details predicted by other
models of modular structures,such as the crystallographic shear and chemical twinning models? As it turns out,
theseother models are very poor at predicting the details
of polyhedral distortions. For example, the CS model for
deriving amphibole from pyroxene shearsthe pyroxene
M2 site into an amphibole M3-site position (Chisholm,
1975), thus implying no difference between the highly
regular and highly distorted sites.Similarly, the CS model
cannot be used to draw any conclusionsabout the difering distortions of the P- and M-slab tetrahedra, since the
distorted tetrahedra of the pyroxene structure are replicated to form all the tetrahedra of amphibole, jimthompsonite, etc. The chemical twinning model likewise is not
very useful for understandingthe detailed polyhedral distortions in the region of the "twin" plane, as shown by
the major structural reorganization implied by the ideal
twinned structure of Figure 8a and the real structures
shown in Figures 8b and 8c. This is not to say that the
CS and chemical twinning models are not useful, but, if
one is interested in subtle structural details, the polysomatic model is clearly superior.
Why is this so?The successof the polysomatic model
in this respectstems from the fact that the slab modules
preserveat least nearest-neighborcoordination relationships and in most caseseven the polyhedral linkagesfrom
polysome to polysome,whereasthe other models do not.
Since it is theseclose-rangecharacteristicsthat dominate

the distortions of coordination polyhedra, the polysomatic model can predict these subtleties.
Chemical partitioning. The distribution of cations
among the various crystallographic sites of a structure
depends,to a first approximation, on the geometriesof
the coordination polyhedra. Since the geometriesof cation sitesof a polysomatic slab can remain much the same
throughout a polysomatic series,as shown in the last section, it follows that the partitioning of cations should be
fairly consistentthroughout a polysomatic series.This is,
indeed, the casefor polysomatic seriesin which the cation partitioning behavior has been determined.
An excellent example of the consistencyof cation distributions acrossa polysomatic seriesis the partitioning
of Fe and Mg in the ferromagnesianbiopyriboles. It is
common knowledge that the larger, more distorted sites
invariably possessa higher FelMg ratio than the more
regular octahedralsites in pyroxenes(M2 enriched in Fe;
Virgo and Hafner, 1969; Papike and Cameron, 1980),
amphiboles(M4; Hafner and Ghose, l97l; Hawthorne,
1983), chesterite(MT5 and MD4), and jimthompsonite
(M5; Veblen and Burnham, 1978). These systematicsof
cation partitioning also apply to the chemistry of individual sites in coexisting biopyriboles. Thus, the compositions of coexisting anthophyllite, chesterite, jimthompsonite, and talc are consistent with the identical
partitioning of cations among the sites of the M and P
slabs throughout the series (see Veblen, l98lb, Fig. 7).
Similarly, Livi and Veblen (1987b) have used analytical
electron microscopy to show that there is a linear relationship between chemical composition and the P/(P +
W) ratio in the replacement of the calcium manganese
pyroxenejohannsenite by manganesepyroxenoids, even
in highly disordered intergrowths in which the mixing of
the pyroxene, rhodonite, and pyroxmangite structuresis
on the unit-cell scale.
The compositional coherencyobservedin polysomatic
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seriesprovides a method for simplifuing and predicting
the compositions of compounds in a polysomatic series
whenever the number of chemical components exceeds
the number of structural components.As an example, in
the simplest ferromagnesianbiopyribole systemthere are
three independentcompositional components,suchas En
: MgoSioO,r,Tc : MgrSioO,0(OH)r,and the exchange
component FM : FeMg r. However, there are only two
structural components with distinct stoichiometries (M
and P). If we assumethat the partitioning of cations in
analogous sites is identical throughout the polysomatic
series,then we can simplify the compositional representation of the seriesto only two components, specifically
the compositions of the end-member pyroxene and sheet
silicate.
Although the assumption of equal occupanciesin analogous sites and compositional collinearity throughout a
polysomatic seriesmay be good to a first approximation,
it clearly will not be exactly correct. Just as there are
minor variations in the geometriesof analogouscoordination polyhedra in different polysomes (e.g., the octahedra in Figs. l4a and 14b), at least minor diferences in
cation partitioning also should be expected. However,
these relationships may prove useful in many polysomatrc senes.
Por,vsona.c,rrsM AND REACTToNS
Solid-state reactions occur in numerous petrogenetic
processes,and an understanding of their mechanismsis
therefore important to the geological sciences.A very
common type of solid-state reaction is one in which the
solid reactant and product(s) belong to the same polysomatic series.Reactions of this sort include the oriented
replacementof pyroxene by amphibole, wide-chain pyriboles, and sheet silicates during alteration or weathering;
oriented replacement of amphibole by pyroxene during
prograde metamorphism; and numerous reactions in
which one sheet silicate replacesanother during diagenesis,metamorphism, alteration, or weathering.
It is important to note that geologicallyimportant solid-state reactions commonly involve a fluid phasein addition to the solid reactantsand products. This is in keeping with the definition of Schmalzried (1981), who states
that"a solid statechemical reaction in the classicalsense
occurswhen local transport of matter is observedin crystalline phases.This definition doesnot mean that gaseous
or liquid phasesmay not take part in solid statereactions.
However, it does mean that the reaction product occurs
as a solid phase. Thus, the tarnishing of metals during
dry or wet oxidation is considered to be a solid state
reaction."
There are several important aspectsof solid-state reactions in the earth sciences.Here I will consider the
structural mechanisms of such reactions and the nature
of the chemical transport that is an integral part of them.
Reaction kinetics are related intimately to these two aspects but will not be consideredhere specifically.

;\n,0,
Fig. 19. A mechanisrnfor the formationof CS planesby
reductionof WO, (Andersonand Hyde, 1967).The CS planes
grow by actualshearingof the parentstructureat an advancing
partial dislocation. O vacancies(representedby black circles)
difiirse to and condenseon the advancingshearplane. (From
Anderson,1972.)
Structural mechanismsof reactions
Just as there are several ways of describing modular
crystal structures, there are different ways of describing
the mechanism of a solid-state reaction. Ideally, one would
like to state the path that every atom takes frorn one
structure to the other, as well as the paths of atoms that
diffiise or flow to or from the reaction site- Such atomistic
descriptions, however, typically cannot be verified experimentally in complex materials such as minerals- Testable descriptions of reaction mechanismscornmonly rely,
therefore, on an understandingofdefects that are formed
and propagate as a necessarypart of the reaction. Such
defectsmay include various types of dislocations' which
may form the terminus of an advancing planar defect
such as a CS plane or a stacking fault. However, it is
commonly overlooked that some solid-state reactions can
occur via the motion of a line defect that forms the edge
of a polysomatic defect. Such a line defect can involve
virtually no net displacement or strain of the surrounding
structure.
One of the early motivations behind the crystallographic shear model for planar defects was the recognition that the reactions that produce such defects truly
may involve shearing of the parent structure (Anderson,
1972). Figure 19 illustrates one model (Anderson and
Hyde, 1967) that shows how CS planes can form in the
WO. structure by an actual shearing operation, and it is
now well establishedthat such shear is the predominant
mechanism for their formation during reduction reactions in this structure type (e.g., Iijima, 1975). The slab
of shearedstructure expandsby the advance of its "tip"
or edge, which is a line defect that can be described as a
partial dislocation. The same is true of CS planes and
platelet defects formed by reduction of initially stoichiBursill et al., 1984).
ometric rutile @ursill and Hyde, 19721'
The CS model obviously is an excellent way to view
structuresproduced in this fashion, since it describesnot
only the structure of the reaction product but also the
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considerablelocal changesin volume and distortion of
the crystal in the neighborhood of the reaction site (Veblen and Ferry, 1983; Eggletonand Banfield, 1985; Mareschet al., 1985).
Sincethe reaction ofa single M slab into pyroxene can
be described as the propagation of a dislocation, it can
be argued that the introduction of two M slabs can be
described as the introduction of two dislocations. The
Burgers vectors of the two dislocations sum to a whole
lattice translation (or alternatively can be thought of as
ab
having opposite sign), and hencethere is no net displacement. In fact, not only the material in the cores of the
Fig. 20. Two commonmechanisms
of polysomaticreplace- dislocations,but also all of the material between
them, is
ment reactionsin pyroxene.(a) Threesingle-chain
I-beamsare
replacedby one triple-chainI-beam:pppp - pMMp. (b) Four completely reconstructedin these reactions.For the case
of the reaction PPPPP - PMPMP, a slab of structure
single-chain
I-beamsarereplacedby two double-chain
l-beams:
approximately
l3 A wide is essentiallydissolved and rePPPPP- PMPMP.Thesemechanisms
are typicalof pyribole
replacement
mechanisms
in that theyinvolve negligiblenet shear built. Using the polysomatic description of the reaction
given in the last sentence,one can very simply describe
of the reactantstmcture.(FromVeblen,1981b.)
with a high degree of accuracy the initial structure and
the structure following the reaction. The dislocation demechanism of the reaction that produces it. Note, how- scription, however, is not only more complex but
also
ever, that the atomistic aspectsof these reduction reac- does not indicate much about the details of the final
tions (i.e., the precisemechanismsof formation and mi- structure. This author therefore believes that the polygration ofO vacancies)are still not fully resolved,despite somatic description of the reaction mechanism
is supeextensiveexperiments and speculation (Tilley, l9g7).
rior. In fact, any information about net structural disOn the other hand, many structures that can be de- placements(i.e.,a nonzeronet Burgersvector)is inherently
scribedby a CS model seldom if ever form by a structural included in such a description.
shearingmechanism: amphibole can grow of its own acThat alternative descriptions can be applied to a polycord, without resorting to shearing of a preexisting py- somatic reaction is also illustrated by transformations in
roxene. Furthermore, there are many systems in which the pyroxene-pyroxenoid system. It has been shown in
defectsthat can be describedby a CS model form, but by both synthetic(Angelet al., 1984;Angel, 1986b)and nata reaction mechanism that does not involve crystallo- ural materials (Veblen, 1985a) that pyroxene can transgraphic shear.The same is true for structuresthat can be form to pyroxenoid by the formation
of faults parallel to
describedby chemical twinning: they seldom if ever form {l I l}p.. Angel et al. (198a)and Angel (l9S6b) described
by glide twinning of a preexisting structure.
the mechanism of these reactions as the motion of disFigure 20 shows two ways in which pyroxene is com- locations having a Burgers vector of t/al231l or its equivmonly replaced by hydrous pyriboles. These reaction alent. Although such a description may convey the strucmechanismscan be described simply as the replacement tural displacement across some of the faults formed in
of pyroxene by slabshaving a polysomatic sequencedif- the transformations, it is incomplete in that it does not
ferent from that ofpy.oxene. In Figure 20a, the sequence define the structure resulting from reaction, i.e., it does
PPPP is replacedby PMMP (a slab of triple-chain srruc- not adequately define the initial and final states. Reacture one chain wide), and in Figure 20b, ppppp is re- tions in this system alternatively can be describedusing
placed by PMPMP (a slab of amphibole strucrure rwo the polysomatic model, for example, PPPPP PWpWp
chains wide). These two structural mechanismsare typi- (a slab of pyroxene becoming a block of rhodonite struccal of pyribole replacementreactions in that they do not ture) or PPPPPP- PWPPWP (a slab ofpyroxene becominvolve shearing of the reactant structure. On the other ing a block of pyroxmangite structure).WhereasHRTEM
hand, the introduction ofa single M slab into pyroxene, suggeststhat both of these reactions are common in the
which has been observed only rarely, does involve a net alteration of johannseniteto pyroxenoids(Veblen, I 985a),
displacement of the pyroxene structure across the slabl the reaction PPP - PWP, correspondingto the passage
the termination of the slab can be described as a partial of a single dislocation through the structure, is less comdislocation having a Burgers voctor of either yz[b + c]o. mon and results in stacking faults that connect the teror t/zfa + clo*. This uncommon reaction mechanism is minations of isolated W slabs.Note that the polysomatic
analogous to the crystallographic shearing mechanism descriptionsuniquely define the starting structureand the
shown in Figure 19. While polysomatic reactionsin chain final structure that results from reaction, but the strucsilicates commonly involve minimal strain of the reac- tural displacementsinvolved in the reaction are also imtant crystal, it should be noted that those in sheetsilicates plicit in these descriptions. Each W slab involves a discommonly do involve shear. For example, replacement placement that is equivalent to that of a partial dislocation,
reactions involving micas and chlorite typically involve for example,with the Burgersvector of Angel et al. (1984).
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The polysomatic description of such reactions thus conveys far more information than a simple dislocation description.
Biopyribole and pyroxenoid replacementreactionsalso
illustrate the pitfalls of atomistic-scaledescriptionsof solid-state reactions.For example,Dent Glasserand Glasser
(1961) suggestedthat rhodonite transforms to wollastonite by meansof a set of simple hops by Si atoms, whereas
the rest of the structure is preserved.We now know from
electron microscopy that the transformation is highly reconstructive, involving major structural rearrangements
whether they are describedby a dislocation model (Angel
et al., 1984) or the polysomaticmodel (Veblen, 1985a).
The seductivenessof atom-by-atom descriptions of reaction mechanismshas also led to the proposal that silicate chains polymerize by a set of very simple atomic
hops during the replacement of one biopyribole by another (Nakajima and Ribbe, 1981). Unfortunately, careful examination of the whole structuresinvolved in these
reactions shows that this mechanism requires major diffusion of octahedrally coordinated cations right through
the silicate layers that supposedlyremain essentiallyintact. Furthermore, it is inconsistent with experimentally
determined structuresfor the terminations of polysomatic slabs that form by reaction (e.g., Veblen and Buseck,
1980), which indicate that the silicate layers do not remain continuous during such reactions. Although atomistic models are attractive and surely have their place, I
would urge that their use be restricted to simpler structures. In polysomatic reactions,the larger structural modules commonly can be observed with HRTEM experiments, and the coarser-scalepolysomatic description
therefore seemsto be the most useful.
Chemical hansport associatedwith polysomaticreactions
Becausethey involve the replacement of one type of
structural slab with another having a different stoichiometry, polysomatic reactions involve the diffusion of
various chemical components to and away from the reaction site, or both. Indeed, one can deduce the reaction
stoichiometry from the structural mechanism of the reaction observedwith HRTEM by applying the formalism
discussedin the section "Chemical relationships among
polysomes." If the chemical compositions of the reactant
and product are also known, then one can write a detailed
reaction that showswhich componentsmust be added or
subtracted during the reaction (e.g., that are supplied or
removed by a metamorphic fluid). Examples of this
method of calculating the fluid/solid mass balanceshave
been given for reactionsinvolving the replacementof biotite by chlorite and vice versa (Veblen and Ferry, 1983;
Eggletonand Banfield, 1985;Mareschet al., 1985).
Becausethe chemical transport involved in polysomatic reactions may control the reaction kinetics, it is
important to understand its mechanism. It is possible
that in some polysomatic reactions the chemical transport occurs by bulk diffusion (sometimes called lattice
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difiLsion), which involves the migration of point defects
through the reactant structure. However, it has also been
suggestedthat most transport in polysomatic reactions
occursby pipe diffusion along the structural channelsthat
can occur at the terminations of growing polysomatic slabs
of reaction product (e.g., Veblen and Buseck, 1980). In
some cases,thesechannelsmay be organizedinto a grain
boundary separatingthe reactant and product structures
along a reaction front. Although slab terminations may
not always involve large channels,there necessarilywill
be some kind of zone of structural disruption, and there
is experimental HRTEM evidence that relatively large
channels(culverts?)do occur in many cases.
The need for an alternative to bulk diftrsion can be
appreciatedby noting the extremely sluggishbulk diffusion rates in many silicates. For example, topotaxic reactions in which pyroxenesare replacedby other biopyriboles require substantial diffusion of octahedrally
coordinated cations, yet they can proceed by alteration
at temperatures on the order of 500 'C (or even during
weathering: Eggleton and Boland, l98l). If we assume
Arrhenius behavior from experimental temperatures
above 1000'C down to 500 oC, then the averageCa-Mg
binary interdiffusion coefficients of Brady and McCallister (1983) yield a diffusion coefficient D : 1.6 x
10-27cm2ls at 500 "C. Applying the simple expressionx
: (Dt)'/z to estimate the rangeover which a diffirsion processis effective (e.g., Putnis and McConnell, 1980; x :
distance,D : diftrsion coefficient,I : time), we find that
the diffusion distance at this temperature is only about
20 A in 106yr. Although this diffusion distancemay seem
to be very small, it is, in fact, consistent with blocking
temperatures for cation ordering in pyroxenes between
400 and 500 .C. (e.g., Mueller, 1969). Since relatively
long-range diffusion is necessaryin biopyribole alteration, such a short diffirsion distance clearly implies that
the transport mechanism cannot be bulk diftrsion through
the chain silicate structure.
The likely alternative to bulk diffirsion in polysomatic
reactionsis that the chemical transport takes place along
the linear defect at the termination of the advancing lamella of reaction product (or along the grain boundary,
if the reaction occursvia the motion of a two-dimensional reaction front). Becausethe free apertures associated
with the line defects at the terminations of growing lamellae commonly are as large or larger than those associated with the channelsin many zeolite structures,Veblen and Buseck(1980) suggestedthat the rates ofdiftrsion
associatedwith polysomatic reactions may be similar to
those found in zeolites.where the time scalesfor diffusion
in some casesare measuredin minutes or seconds,even
at room temperature.
Difiirsion rates in zeolites vary widely from structure
to structure (Barrer, 1971, 1978), but generally they are
much larger than those of silicates with less-openstructures. Indeed, even room-temperature coefficients for
some diftrsing speciesin some zeolitesmay be 10 or more
orders of magnitude larger than diffusion coefficientsfor
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Fig. 21. Schematic
diagramof the geometryof polysomatic
replacement
reactions.A growingslabof productstructureadvancesby migrationof a jog in the line defectat its termination
in the directionof the arrow.Eachreactionstepresultsin the
conversionof materialcorresponding
to the heightof only one
jog, which in chainsilicatesis lessthan 5 A.

lustrated in Figure 2 l, which schematicallyshows a slab
of reaction product forming by migration (in the direction
of the arrow) of a jog in the line defect that defines the
lamellar termination. In chain silicates,the height of such
jogs is only about 4.5 A, so that lamellae of the reaction
product can only advance that far for each reaction step.
Is zeolitelike diffusion rapid enough for this inefficient
processto work? If we assumethat diffusion is the ratelimiting step in such a reaction, that each reaction step
advances a growing lamella by 5 A, that the diffi.rsion
distance associatedwith the reaction is I mm (e.g., the
distance between fractures that act as sour@s and sinks
for components required and produced by the reaction),
and that the time characteristic of this distance is 30 s,
then it will take the lamella approximately 2 yr to advance I mm. This is a very short time for most geological
processes.In fact, we know that alteration and retrograde
reactions in biopyriboles commonly are sluggishenough
so that they do not go to completion even with extremely
slow cooling rates. This suggeststhat diftrsion may not
be as rapid as in zeolites, that jogs along the channels
leading to the reaction site may causethe difiirsion rate
to decrease,or that diftrsion is not always the rate-controlling step.
I confess readily that the above argument is fraught
with inexactness.A correct treatment of the diftrsion
problem would not use a simple diffi.rsiondistance and
would have to take into account the fact that the reaction
site is essentiallya moving point that acts as a source or
sink, or both, for the diffusing species.Tracer and interdiffirsion coefficientscannot be compared directly. There
is much variation in zeolite diflusion rates, and although
diffusion coefficientsused here are appropriate for monovalent cations and HrO, the coefficientsfor divalent cations are somewhatsmaller. The channelsalong which the
diftrsion takes place must contain jogs, and there is no
obvious way to assessthe effectsof suchjogs on diffusion
rates. Despite these obvious objections, however, these
simple considerations provide a permissive argument that
rapid diffusion along channels at the terminations of
polysomatic slabs may be the primary mechanism by
which diffusion occurs in polysomatic reactions. This is
fortunate, since bulk diftision clearly is not a viable
mechanism for many such reactions.
Given the likelihood that the dominant diffusion
mechanism in polysomatic reactions is rapid pipe diffusion along structural tunnels, we should consider the possibility that such diftrsion sharesaspectsother than rapidity with zeolites. For example, molecular (and ionic)
sieving is common in zeolites.Such sieving could lead to
ionic activities at replacementreaction sitesthat are substantially diferent from those outside a reacting crystal.
Molecular sieving also could occur along grain boundaries active in a reaction.

clinopyroxene at 1100 "C. Choosing the tracer diffusion
coemcientfor HrO in chabazite(Barrer and Fender, 196l;
diffusion coemcients for HrO are similar to those for
monovalent cations), which as a free aperture of 3.7 x
4.2 A, and again assuming Arrhenius behavior, we can
calculateD* : 4.0 x l0 a cm2/sat 500'C. Although not
directly comparable to the averageinterdiffusion coemcient for clinopyroxene given above (tracer diftrsion coefficients are close to intrinsic diffusion coefficients for
the same species-seeBrady, 1975,p.976), this value is
more than 22 orders of magnitude larger, and one can do
much with 22 orders of magnitude. Indeed, the time scale
associatedwith a diftrsion distanceof I mm is only about
30 s for this diflusion coefncient. This is not surprising,
since industrial processesinvolving cation exchangeand
molecular sieving, which rely on diftrsion into zeolite
channels,occur in real time.
Although it can be arguedthat diffusion along the channels at the edgesof polysomatic lamellae is very rapid
and zeolitelike, relying on such diffusion for replacement
reactions is geometrically inefficient; rather than taking
CoNcr-usroNs
place throughout the structure, all the diffilsion for a
growing polysomatic slab is localized along a single line,
This paper has reviewed several aspectsof polysomawhich moves as the lamella grows. This geometry is il- tism. Although the notions of polysomesand polysomat-
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ic seriesare not the only approachesto modular crystal
structuresand their relationships,they do provide a powerful tool for describing many structures that are alternatively described by several different models, such as
crystallographic shear, chemical twinning, and intergrowth. Furthermore, the polysomatic viewpoint has several advantagesover other ways of viewing structuresthat
contain two-dimensional modules. In some cases,it can
be used to predict the details of polyhedral distortions
and chemical partitioning across an entire polysomatic
series.Many examplesof structural disorder in minerals
can be described simply as various types of aperiodicity
in the arrangement of polysomatic slabs, and at least some
structural disorder of this sort has been observed in virtually every polysomatic seriesthat has been investigated
with transmission electron microscopy. Finally, many
solid-statereactionsinvolve the replacementof one polysome by another of the samepolysomatic series.For such
reactions, the polysomatic description of the structural
reaction mechanisms indicates not only the displacements of the reactant structure, but also the detailed
structuresof the reactant and solid product and their relationship. The line defectsat the terminations of growing
polysomatic lamellae are necessarilyzones of disrupted
structure and commonly are structural channels. These
channelsprobably provide rapid pathways for the diffusion that is an essentialpart of polysomatic reactions.
AcxNowr-nocMENTS
I am indebted to polysomatism's inventor, J.B. Thompson, Jr., from
whom I first heard the magical terms M and P. I hope that in this paper
I have not twisted his original intent beyond recognition. I also am indebted to C.W. Bumham and P.R. Buseck,collaboratorson much of the
early work that provided some of the ideas presentedin this paper. The
presentstate of my education was completed by my studentswho have
worked on modular structures,notably J.F. Banfield, G.D. Guthrie, Jr.,
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Price, who first urged me to write a review of polysomatism, albeit for
anotherjournal, and to P.B. Moore, who provided a lively review ofthis
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as a lecture at a symposium honoring ProfessorThompson's many contributions, held at Harvard in September,1989
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